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The enemy wants us to feel rejected, left out, lonely, and less than. When we allow him to speak lies

through our rejection, he pickpockets our purpose. Cripples our courage. Dismantles our dreams.

And blinds us to the beauty of Christ's powerful love. In Uninvited, Lysa shares her own deeply

personal experiences with rejection - from the incredibly painful childhood abandonment by her

father to the perceived judgment of the perfectly toned woman one elliptical over. With biblical

depth, gut-honest vulnerability, and refreshing wit, Lysa helps listeners: Release the desire to fall

apart or control the actions of others by embracing God-honoring ways to process their hurt Know

exactly what to pray for the next 10 days to steady their souls and restore their confidence

Overcome the two core fears that feed our insecurities by understanding the secret of belonging

Stop feeling left out and start believing that "set apart" does not mean "set aside" End the cycle of

perceived rejection by refusing to turn a small incident into a full-blown issue
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There were some good points so for that I was thankful that I read. But overall it was not at all what I

expected. It dealt more with past hurts such as divorce and a broken heart but did not touch much

upon current issues with loneliness and feeling left out. I get the gravity of the past hurts. I was

abandoned by a parent too and rejected by the one that stayed. It did help me to see that there

might be something to address and work through with God that might be spurring some current

hurts. But Lysa's readers are generally women and many of their current struggles are seeing



friends getting together without an invitation or seeing social media highlight that we are not

included or that they don't feel invited or included in their church family or with other school parents.

There was really none of that (one quick reference to social media) but it was all the unveiling of her

past broken heart and father rejecting her. I am not downplaying that at all. It is just that the title of

her book indicates more material for feeling lonely and left out and it really was not any of that. I am

really glad that I got it from the library as I almost bought it. I would have been really disappointed. I

loved The Best Yes so much more.

Shed alot of Tears on this one Very Good Book i have always felt so outcasted from the whole body

of Christ the area i live around is small and everyone is Related i grew up with a mentally ill mother i

had to be a mother to her at times and I never had a Dad i met him and he disappeared again So

this Book helped me although I have a horrifying Story that seems no one has gone through Im

thankful God is by my side

Great book! I'm on my second reading. I've laughed and cried--sometimes at both times.

Lysa has a way of reaching right down into your soul. She relates her own feelings and struggles

that you can identify with her as someone you'd like to have as a friend . I learned a lot from her and

want to keep as close to Jesus as possible . I highly recommend this book to those who feel alone,

rejected or just lonely.

This author did not write her book to coincide, as well as I'd like, with the Holy Bible. I found it very

hard to read because of her saying things that conflicted with God's word.

I am so touched and grateful that a family member referred this read to me. I have been going

through so much and some how I still have hope but reading a few passages I am going to continue

holding on.

This was such an awesome study! Our group learned so much and were able to share and gain

insight into our actions, and how to better let the Lord heal our hearts.

The author is a beautiful soul and has lived the hardships of life. Her answers on how to deal with

the rejections and losses in life are the right answers.
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